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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 285, Sunday March 18, 2012
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Red Filter Revolution
The revolution continues, with photos flooding in from all parts of the globe as people discover how easy it
is to get stunning photos of the Planet X complex. Just remove the plastic insert from an old floppy disc
and hold it in front of the camera. In the words of Alberto, who started this revolution.
Red filter at momenti is very good and important to operate with brighteness and contrast, but
as I told the best filter is to use il sottile materiale brown of the floppy disc. This is the most
sure for our sight and our camera smartphone. I use the thin film that you can cut from an old
floppy disc, it seem to be film of cobalt droped iron oxide. Easy to do, by closing the lens of the
camera and good view. But I use also classic Mylar and orange color. Ciao Alberto
Some of Alberto's stunning new photos, as posted on the Pole Shift ning, show motion in the tail. One can
just sense the tail being blow from right to left, in this photo. Planet X is coming at us from the right, in its
retrograde orbit, pointing its N Pole toward us while at the same time hosing out all the red dust and
debris and moons in its charged tail, in that direction, to the left. The tail is wafting, over a series of days,
as is apparent in the photos.

Alberto's photos show the String of Pearls, a term used to describe the Moon Swirls or the moons within a
swirl. This often has a curl, something I, Nancy, drew early on under Zeta guidance and which was
photographed in 2003 too.
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Alberto's success has inspired others to try for photos too, as this Pole Shift ning blog shows. Note that a
photographer in Germany and yet another in Italy have captured the Planet X corpus in the same position
just below the Sun. A Denver photographer has captured the wafting Moon Swirls in the tail so evident in
Alberto's photos, also in the same position. Australia is in the Southern Hemisphere and there things are
reversed from the view in the Northern Hemisphere, so the Planet X corpus is at the 10 o'clock position.
Let the revolution begin!

Stuttgart right now 15:12 09.03.2012 (3/9/2012) through welders lens.
Italy: I use a Sony Cyber -shot with a red filter Toshiba 55mm s R60 (but floppy disc are also
useful).
I took a series of pics this morning in Denver, Colorado. I used the camera in my
HTCshiftEVO4G smart phone, and used a floppy disk filter. The time of my pics were between
6:35am and 6:45am.
Australia: Inspired by Alberto's revealing photos, I thought that I would dismantle a floppy disk
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and have a crack at it myself. The following photo was taken using a Samsung L100 8 mega
pixel auto digital camera with floppy disk filter.

Mirror Site Attack
The establishment was officially warned, on March 3, 2012 that the Council of Worlds was declaring war
on the cover-up.
ZetaTalk Announcement 3/3/2012: What is likely to shock the world is the drama being contemplated by
the Council of Worlds, in their current battle with the cover-up. This will be something that the
establishment has not guarded against, not even contemplated. This will be a series of signs to mankind
that even the common man has not contemplated.
The establishment promptly countered by trying to shut down all the ZetaTalk Mirror Sites with a well
designed and well coordinated Denial of Service attack. Kazahkstan moved to protectively close ftp
access, India failed to provide web hosting for a period. Argentina was down for more than an hour, and
later appeared to have lot all its data, not permitting access for web hosting. Australia presented a default
web page for a day. And California likewise was guarding its ftp access.

PingdomAlert DOWN:
ZetaTalk (www.zetatalk.com) is down since 03/04/2012 11:27:40PM.
PingdomAlert UP:
ZetaTalk (www.zetatalk.com) is up again at 03/04/2012 11:50:43PM, after 23m of downtime.
In the opinion of experts, this was a concerted DDOS and ZOMBIE attack. These types of attacks
generally bring a site to its knees, completely disabling the site. So why didn't the sites go down? The
Zetas explain.
ZetaTalk Explanation 3/10/2012: A DOS attack was initiated and intended to take down all the ZetaTalk
mirror sites. It was very professionally designed, not done by amateurs, and not expected to be traced to
the source which of course would be US government agencies. This had not been considered before
because of the ZetaTalk popularity, as it would be too obvious. But now that the public is taking notice of
the signs in the skys, and can see the Planet X complex with nothing more than the plastic from a floppy
disc, and the Earth wobble has placed the Sun in the wrong place for much of the world, they do not want
the public reading the ZetaTalk material. However, in that the public has been encouraged to download a
full ZetaTalk website for some months, this would not have succeeded. Alternate ZetaTalk websites
would have sprung up! The public is now even more determined to do so since this attack.
A DOS attack or even a ZOMBIE attack is nothing more than electrons on networks, which can be
identified as to source and target. They are best stopped at the source, which is what we did. Of course
we knew when and what was going to be involved, as we read minds easily. Since this failed, and
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succeeded only in giving Nancy her PR opportunity, this is unlikely to be tried again. The handwriting on
the wall for this crowd is to anticipate a plethora of mirror sites popping up around the world, from the
hundreds of individuals who have either web wacked or downloaded ZIP files of the site. It is a hydra,
such that cutting off the head will make it worse.

NASA's Desperation
This past solar cycle has been remarkably quiescent, with a remarkably low sunspot count. But this has
not stopped NASA from announcing pending solar disasters since 2009.
Powerful Solar Storm Could Shut Down U.S. for Months
January 09, 2009
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,478024,00.html
The worst storms can knock out power grids by inducing currents that melt transformers. Modern power
grids are so interconnected that a big space storm - the type expected to occur about once a century could cause a cascade of failures that would sweep across the United States, cutting power to 130 million
people or more in this country alone. Outages could take months to fix, the researchers say. Banks might
close, and trade with other countries might halt. Some scientists expect the next peak to bring more
severe events than other recent peaks. The report was commissioned and funded by NASA.
Frantic to get ready for an as yet unidentified attack by the Council of Worlds, NASA went forth with its
primary excuse for signs in the skies and the twisting magnetic field - blaming the Sun. Once again we
hear that a solar flare might bring devastation to Earth. Solar flares during the Solar Maximum are in fact
expected! The year 2000 was the last Solar Maximum, and the worst that could be said about this latest
attempt to grab the stage by NASA during this 2012 solar flare incident was that this solar flare was "the
worst since 2004".

Solar Storm
March 8, 2012
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/blogpost/post/solar-storm-kony-2012
Radiation from the flare has already caused blackouts of high-frequency radio frequencies used by
aircraft flying over the north and south poles, according to the center. The flare is categorized in the X-5
class, and X is the strongest category on scientists' scales.
Space Storm Packs Late Punch, Biggest Since '04
March 9, 2012
http://ca.news.yahoo.com/earth-braces-biggest-space-storm-five-years-020630067.html
A strong space weather storm packed a late punch overnight and ended up being the most significant
geomagnetic event since 2004, US experts said, warning more disruption was coming this weekend. The
fusillade of radiation from the Sun caused limited power grid upsets, forced airlines to reroute around the
poles and sparked vivid displays of the Northern Lights in some parts of the world.
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Per the Zetas, the cover-up over the presence of Planet X is frantic.
ZetaTalk Explanation 3/10/2012: What the Council of Worlds is planning is not known by mankind, and
thus extreme anxiety has gripped those in charge of the cover-up. Thus they initiated a take-down attempt
on Nancy's ZetaTalk Mirror Sites and are running like Chicken Little screaming "the Sun is coming, the
Sun is coming!"

Banned in China
The Pole Shift ning has just become a banned or blocked site in China, as detailed on this Pole Shift ning
blog.

This Ning has just been blocked in China. Here you can see 3 screen shots. The first is me
trying to access Ning with just a normal connection to the Internet. You can see the connection
times out, which is what happens to websites blocked in China. As a reference, I then show
the screenshot when trying to access Facebook which is blocked in China. The error is exactly
the same, ruling out local server problem. Then, I connect to the VPN on the last screen shot
and have full access to the Ning. The VPN server I connected to for this demonstration is in
San Francisco, and I am physically located in Shenzhen, China.
Just what finally triggered China to ban access to the Pole Shift ning is not known. The ghost cities being
established for the elite in China and the intent to block migration from India and SE Asia when the
flooding starts have been discussed in ZetaTalk and on the Pole Shift ning for months if not years. But in
the past the reason the ZetaTalk website was banned and blocked in Saudi Arabia was clearly related to
ZetaTalk accuracy about crop shortages. As it states in this Troubled Times TOPIC on this matter, on
June 20, 2000 ZetaTalk accuracy was updated with a massive amount of substantiation on a number of
topics, including crop shortages. Within 24 hours, access to ZetaTalk had been blocked by the Emirates
Internet in Saudi Arabia.
Access to Zeta-Talk site blocked in the Middle East
Date: Sat, 01 Jul 2000 08:59:26 +0300
Nancy,
I was stunned to see today that for the first time I could not access to the
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ZetaTalk site (I am in Saudi). The message is :
Blocked site - Emirates Internet denies access to this site.
Why would the Emirates suddenly become sensitive to the accuracy of ZetaTalk predictions on crop
shortages? One clue is that just days earlier they had to begin subsidizing the farmers as barley prices
had risen. Suddenly, ZetaTalk accuracy on crop shortages was very real to the Saudis.
Saudi Orders Subsidies to Curb High Barley Prices
Reuters, June 25, 2000
http://www.zetatalk2.com/theword/tworx187.htm
Saudi Arabia's King Fahd has ordered "billions of riyals" in state subsidies to help livestock owners cope
with high barley prices, a Saudi official said. Saudi Arabia is the world's largest importer of feed barley.
According to the International Grains Council, Saudi Arabia is expected to import 4.5 million tonnes of
barley during the current crop year. But traders see the desert kingdom importing between five and six
million tonnes because of the impact of drought.

Tornado Plague
The weather wobbles caused by the Earth wobble cause more than temperature extremes, high winds,
diverted jet streams, and drought and deluge. For the tornado prone US, they also have been causing a
plague of tornadoes. The 2008 tornado season broke records, and the 2011 tornado season was also
extreme, but 2012 has started earlier, at the tail end of Winter, and been more devastating, as detailed in
this Pole Shift ning blog.

Crews Search for Survivors after Storms Leave at Least 38 people Dead in Midwest, South
March 3, 2012
http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/authorities-describe-extreme-tornado-damage
Across the South and Midwest, survivors emerged Saturday to find blue sky and splinters where homes
once stood, cars flung into buildings and communications crippled after dozens of tornadoes chainsawed
through a region of millions, leveling small towns along the way. At least 38 people were killed in five
states.
Why So Many Tornadoes Are Striking the US
March 2, 2012
http://news.yahoo.com/why-many-tornadoes-striking-us-231201874.html
A warm spell and a low-dipping jet stream are fueling the monster storms that are spawning tornadoes
across a wide swath of the country.
Where the weather service was quick to state that the relatively warm Winter in the US and a low jet
stream likely were factors, they fail to mention the cause of these conditions. As with the increase in
earthquakes, the cause is not that rock shifted. These are symptoms, not a cause. So, what caused the
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symptoms to appear? The Zetas predicted in 1999 that tornadoes would be on the increase, as they knew
the Earth wobble would start once Planet X entered the inner solar system. And they have!
ZetaTalk Prediction 9/15/1999: Massive tornadoes such as recently tore through Oklahoma will not go
away, but will be on the increase and will occur in places that do not experience such tornadoes.

Domino Quakes
The Zetas predicted in 1999 that domino quakes would start, where a quake on one side of a plate would
bump the other side of the plate, or result in plates pushing one another so ricocheting to a neighboring
plate. This demonstrably showed up at that time, by August of 1999, where quakes would have a ricochet
effect, moving notably from west to east around the globe.
ZetaTalk Prediction 4/15/1999: You're going to have increasing earthquake tremblers. There has been a
tightening up of the plates against each other. You will find that because these deep plates are locked in
that a quake in one place transmits to another, and you will have domino quakes.
The domino effect that earthquakes have during the time of expedited plate movements, the 7 of 10
scenarios and the pressure applied due to this, is apparent when the whole world lights up like a
Christmas tree with quakes, all on the same day. Compared to earlier IRIS diagrams, this is quite
apparent.

Malaysia's Embarrassment
Malaysia was one of the countries suppressing reporting on the sinking that occurred in their country.
Was this out of concern for the citizens who lost their homes, their livelihoods, and their lives in many
cases? Apparently, as noted in a Pole Shift ning blog, the issue is whether the establishment there has
been "embarrassed".
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Flooding Inside Penang Airport 'an Embarrassment'
March 12, 2012
http://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/2012/03/12/flooding-inside-penang-airport-an-embarrassment/
Transport Minister Kong Cho Ha has been urged to resolve the "flooding" at the Penang International
Airport, which is proving to be an "embarrassment to the state government". "One inch of water floating
inside the terminal" was akin to a state of "distress" and an "extreme embarrassment" to the country.
Note that the airport is on the very edge of the area expected to be affected by an 80 foot drop in
elevation, thus is not per se flooded but is affected by slower drainage around the airport. But note the
obvious areas nearby that have sunk, as expected! Zetas right again!

You received this Newsletter because you subscribed to the ZetaTalk Newsletter service. If undesired, you can
quickly Unsubscribe.
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